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the storied life of a professor or academic is often portrayed as one where this individual has copious free time on his or her 
hands, not altogether removed from the vision of a carefree and 
glamorous hollywood lifestyle. it might just be me, but today’s 
academics seem to be working more than ever to maintain 
what’s still a great career and work–life balance. it’s not a 
question of whether we work the hours, because we do; it’s 
just a matter of when.
the past several months have been a bit of a whirlwind 
for me. for the first time ever, i organized a conference 
from conception to realization—the chicago colloquium 
on digital humanities and computer science. suffice it 
to say, i have a new appreciation for the incredible work 
others put into conferences, and i’m still recovering. being 
the organizer in chief, i truly can’t do justice to describe in 
detail what actually happened at this conference, given the 
array of topics that were covered. the technical presenta-
tions reminded me a great deal of some of my earlier work 
in high-performance computing and supercomputing, 
where seemingly every person present was thinking about 
how to apply computer science and computational methods 
to understand just about every problem in the humanities. 
i know that the digital humanities field might not be fa-
miliar to many readers, but this area has really taken off in 
the past few years and seems to be experiencing something 
similar to what happened in the 1990s with computational 
science, where just about every corpus (body of work) is be-
ing analyzed in one way or another using algorithmic and 
data-driven methods—the same methods we’re applying to 
computational science and engineering.
many people might wonder what the field of digital hu-
manities actually is. in a nutshell, it’s the application of 
computational methods to the humanities. to understand 
why anyone would want to do this, consider the following 
question: what do you do with a million books? this, of 
course, refers to the major human undertaking by google 
books to digitize seemingly all of the books on the planet. 
your first reaction, if you enjoy reading—as i once did 
when i had free time—might be to say, “read them.” if 
only life were so simple. (and even if you read 500 or more 
words per minute, you couldn’t read all of them anyway.) 
we no longer “just read” things; in our technology-driven 
world there are now so many ways to present, read, per-
ceive, and analyze text. in particular, the use of text analyt-
ics and visualization can greatly guide how a person reads 
a text, especially if the text isn’t well understood or actively 
studied.
to the end of using emerging methods from digital hu-
manities, i decided to do a wacky experiment. this experi-
ment, in the end, had nothing to do with digital humanities 
per se, yet would make use of one of the tools from this 
community, so to speak. to describe my experiment con-
cisely, i wanted to determine whether a given funding op-
portunity was relevant to my research by examining the 
text of various us national science foundation solicita-
tions. so i paid a visit to wordle.net, which is a toy for 
generating word clouds from text that you provide. the 
site is extremely easy to use. you simply click on the create 
button and the site gives you a form to enter the text that 
you’d like to visualize, which you can then copy and paste 
or use the url for your records. because i only wanted 
to analyze the text of the solicitation related to the actual 
research being targeted, i opted to copy and paste. i tried 
the text for a number of research solicitations that were 
currently “open,” and ultimately found one that generated 
the word cloud shown in figure 1.
suffice it to say, we had a match for my research interests, 
which will be evident to readers who have read CiSE’s sci-
entific programming department.
wordle is a rather neat tool that basically uses the re-
sults of one of the first computer science programs—word 
count—in a rather novel way. it’s a trivial algorithm per 
se, but the visualization is less trivial. careful thought has 
been given to the layout and presentation, so that your eyes 
see (at a glance) which words are truly emphasized in the 
solicitation. given that my work tends to be focused on the 
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systems area with a great emphasis on software architec-
ture and design, it became clear to me that this solicitation 
is one to which i can be responsive, simply by looking at 
the prominence of certain words in the word cloud. more 
importantly, it also shed some insight on additional words 
that i might want to include in my proposal to illustrate 
my responsiveness to the solicitation. i probably could have 
figured this out by reading the solicitation word for word, 
but the word cloud’s analysis tells me something that i can’t 
get simply from reading.
in the end, i can’t promise you that your proposal will 
be accepted, but i do think the increased usage of com-
putational and data-driven methods in the humanities is 
something that should be of interest to all of us—and it 
should inform our work and methods. more importantly, 
such methods might actually be useful for understanding 
the many texts we need to read and analyze, especially 
when we have such little free time on our hands.
sometimes when people ask me why i’m involved with CiSE as a computer scientist (as opposed to a 
true computational scientist), i tell them, “computa-
tion is everywhere. and computer science needs to be a 
part of what other disciplines do—and vice versa.” when 
i see projects like wordle, this serves as yet another re-
minder of the growing importance of computer science 
to problem solving in all disciplines and providing greater 
understanding. 
Selected articles and columns from IEEE Computer Society 
publications are also available for free at http://ComputingNow.
computer.org.
Figure 1. Word cloud created in Wordle.net that I used to 
visually determine whether a given funding opportunity was 
relevant to my research by examining the text of various  
US National Science Foundation solicitations.
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